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Ally and Lisa are happy, well-adjusted young women, but theyâ€™re both a little lonely. Ally loves

the creativity of being a â€œdommeâ€• in her sex life, but hasnâ€™t found the right person to share it

with. And Lisa... well, Lisa loves to be tied up! When they find each other online, they know they

have to meet. But bondage is all about trust, and even after theyâ€™ve explored every facet of their

sexuality together, Ally and Lisa will find the ultimate test of this trust lies in three simple words. The

webcomic and graphic novel sensation continues to heat up in this third volume as Ally strives to

keep things creative in the playroom and Lisa gets tied up and tattooed. But will they keep on

avoiding the whole falling in love thing?
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I discovered Sunstone back on the artist's Deviantart page before it was being published, and I was

already hooked by the end of the First Volume.When I heard it was starting to be printed and

published, I was most definitely willing and eager to purchase each volume that was released, I

even stopped reading on the artists page, just so I could experience the new moments of the story

as I held the pages in my hand.I can't get enough of Lisa and Ally, the twists and turns of their story

is both relatable and fantastical all at once, with dramatic ups and downs, and hilarious inner

monologues from multiple perspectives. Even the framing of the story is entertaining. Having literally

JUST finished reading Sunstone Volume 3 all I can say, is that I will most definitely be monitoring

the Artist's Deviantart to find out when The next Volume will be released. All I can say is I love this



story so much I will NOT be saying Sunstone anytime soon...

Fantastic graphic novel! Not much specifically to say about this volume, you can see my review of

Sunstone 1 for an explanation of the series, but Sejic continues the excellent art and storytelling in

this volume. I'm definitely going to keep up with this!

Sweet, and hard, and loving, and tough, and very girly. Not the most lubricious of reads, but good

for the human an humane story behind all the fiction. Not actually the steamiest around, but builds

the who mood beautifully.-- wiredweird

The works of Stjepan Sejic just keep getting better and better. The art extraordinary, the dialog so

real you feel you already know all the chars.It is almost a crime that there are only 5 stars to give it.

At first glance, I'm sure that there are a number of readers who would perhaps be wary of a GN

whose storyline includes explorations of the BDSM (Domme/sub) culture. However, Sunstone is SO

MUCH more than that. The characters are colorful, rich, and complex; they are also hysterically

funny at times, delightfully down to earth, and possess foibles and faults that I'm betting many of us

are all too familiar with. Above all, Sunstone is a love story. And a truly heart-warming one at that.

You will find yourself absolutely rooting for the main protagonists, Ally and Lisa, as they navigate

their new relationship through good times, fun times, misunderstandings, and that eternal dance of

truly getting to know, and allowing YOURSELF to be known, by another person whom you're

attracted to. Stjepan Å ejiÄ‡ is both a magnificently gifted artist and storyteller. Sunstone is definitely

NOT one to miss!

I love this series. The characters are very well developed, instantly grab your attention and hold on.

The subject matter is handled in a thoughtful and respectful manner. Alternative lifestyles are

presented in a clear way, and examined by several different points of view by different characters

within the book. If this were my lifestyle, this is how I would hope the people in my microcosm would

approach life. The relationships are portrayed in very a very real manner, with awkwardness and

fights getting as much attention as sexiness and romanticism. The respect paid to people of all

different walks of life is just tremendous. I know I repeated that point, but I did it on purpose: the

writers and artists should be commended for this portrayal.



Found this artist on Deviantart quite some time ago. I fell in love with the artwork, and then fell in

love with the characters. As always, very high quality from Stejpan Sejic on both the artistic and

storytelling fronts.

This series truly does display an enduring quality and at the same time a notable progression in the

depth of the characters, the expansiveness of the plot, and the talent of the art and writing. Stjepan

Sejic continues to explore his unexpected brainchild to the utmost, and every page is a stunning

example of his artistic talent and storytelling prowess. His characters continue to grow and interact

in realistic and engaging ways, and all of them continue to display qualities and depth worthy of any

main protagonist in their own right, even the secondary characters.The continued realism in the

display and examination of the BDSM lifestyle just feels more and more right with every volume,

delving deeper into the real ways it affects the people who live it, and how they interact with

eachother and the rest of the world, even how it affects the growth of love and romance. Every

genuinely passionate, erotic moment displayed through the exceptional art style and personalized

writing further drives home how a romantic/erotic fictional work SHOULD be told.The series only

continues to strive for quality, and I am heartily anticipating what kinds of twists and turns it will be

taking next.
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